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Macroscopic realism, as introduced by Leggett and Garg, is the world view in which properties of macro-
scopic systems exist independent of and are not influenced by measurement. Motivated by classical physical
laws such as Newtonian mechanics or Maxwell’s electrodynamics, in this work we add the restrictive postulate
that the observables of macroscopic objects are evolved continuously through space and time. Quantum theory
violates both macroscopic realism and the continuity assumption. While decoherence or collapse models (e.g.
due to a universal noise background or gravitational self energy) can restore macroscopic realism, we show
that a continuous spatiotemporal description does not become possible in general. This shines new light on the
question how the classical world arises out of the quantum realm.
Classical laws, as they are formulated in mechanics or elec-
trodynamics, (i) give a continuous spatiotemporal evolution
of a system’s properties and (ii) also are in agreement with the
theory-independent concept of macroscopic realism (macro-
realism) [1]. For example, the position or angular momentum
of a macroscopic body evolve continuously in space and time
as governed by classical laws in the form of certain differen-
tial equations. These physical properties are macrorealistic,
i.e. they can be assumed to exist prior to observation and to be
not influenced by them. The predictions of quantum mechan-
ics violate macrorealism. Decoherence is the mechanism by
which—through interaction with an environment—the non-
diagonal terms of a system’s density matrix are suppressed,
turning quantum states into statistical mixtures [2]. We show
that, although decoherence can establish macrorealism, it does
not necessarily lead to a continuous spatiotemporal evolution
of macroscopic variables.
Macrorealism (MR) bases on three postulates [3]:
”(1) Macrorealism per se. A macroscopic object
which has available to it two or more macroscop-
ically distinct states is at any given time in a def-
inite one of those states.
(2) Non-invasive measurability. It is possible in
principle to determine which of these states the
system is in without any effect on the state itself
or on the subsequent system dynamics.
(3) Induction. The properties of ensembles are
determined exclusively by initial conditions (and
in particular not by final conditions).”
These assumptions allow to derive the so called Leggett-
Garg inequality for temporal correlations, whose violation
indicates the non-classicality of a macroscopic object [4].
Notwithstanding recent achievements that could demonstrate
quantum interference in large systems [5], the high experi-
mental demands for a demonstration of the violation of macro-
realism have not been achieved yet.
One can distinguish various levels of “classicality” for a
macroscopic physical system. The most abstract level is the
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FIG. 1: (Color online.) Illustration of the different levels of classical-
ity: ”Macrorealism” (MR) in the Leggett-Garg definition, ”Macro-
realism and continuity” (MR&C) as put forward in this work, and
”Classical physics” with concrete laws of motion.
postulation that systems obey the Leggett-Garg inequality and
macrorealism (MR). We now introduce the more restrictive
notion of classicality as the conjunction of macrorealism and
continuity (MR&C). MR&C bases on the three postulates of
MR as well as on a fourth one:
(4) Continuity. The observables of macroscopic
objects evolve continuously through space and
time.
Notwithstanding MR&C represents a narrower class of the-
ories than MR, continuity is a natural assumption because
even the allegedly discrete and abrupt events in the physical
world like the result of a dice toss stem from a continuous
evolution of all objects through space and time.
The most restrictive level is classical physics itself where
systems obey concrete laws such as Newton’s or Maxwell’s
equations. While it is clear that validity of classical physics
implies validity of MR&C but not the opposite, we will show
that the theory sets obey the strict relation ”Classical physics⊂
MR&C⊂MR”. This is illustrated in Figure 1 and has interest-
ing consequences for the quantum-to-classical transition, as
we will present a situation where due to environmental deco-
herence (or collapse models [6]) MR is fulfilled but MR&C is
not. Since decoherence is extremely hard to avoid, our results
should be interpreted as a chance for experiments to demon-
strate a certain level of non-classicality despite the action of
decoherence.
2In Refs. [7, 8] it was demonstrated that the Leggett-Garg
inequality can always be violated under sharp measurements
even for arbitrarily large systems, using as an example a quan-
tum spin- j. However, one can speak about a violation of
macrorealism only if sufficiently coarse-grained “classical”
measurements are employed which distinguish macroscopi-
cally distinct states. Under coarse-grained measurements, one
can distinguish between two types of time evolutions. For
the set of “classical” Hamiltonians, the temporal correlations
satisfy macrorealism and even obey classical laws of motion.
However, there exist “non-classical” Hamiltonians which al-
low to violate macrorealism even under coarse-grained mea-
surements. Essentially, they need to build up macroscopic su-
perpositions in time. In this paper, we show that decoherence
validates MR. However, whether or not non-classical Hamil-
tonians lead to a violation of MR&C depends on the concrete
model of decoherence. Sufficiently strong thermal (dissipa-
tive) environments may establish the validity of MR&C, while
even arbitrarily strong dephasing (non-dissipative) environ-
ments are not able to accomplish that.
We now introduce the basic mathematical concepts for
the further analysis. The (normalized and positive) Q-
distribution of a quantum spin- j state ρˆ is given by [9] Q(Ω) ≡
2 j+1
4pi 〈Ω|ρˆ|Ω〉 with |Ω〉 the spin coherent states [10]. In a
coarse-grained spin measurement, the whole unit sphere is
decomposed into a number of mutually disjoint angular re-
gionsΩk where the (polar and azimuthal) angular size of these
regions, ∆Θ, has to be much larger than the inverse square
root of the spin length j: ∆Θ ≫ 1/√ j. A (POVM) coarse-
grained measurement with elements ˆPk ≡ 2 j+14pi
!
Ωk
|Ω〉〈Ω| d2Ω
finds out in which of these coarse-grained “slots” the quan-
tum system is (∑k ˆPk = 1 ) [8]. The outcome k is found
with probability wk =Tr[ρˆ ˆPk] or just via integration over
the Q-distribution, representing a classical ensemble of spins:
wk =
!
Ωk
Q(Ω) d2Ω. This reflects macrorealism per se.
Upon measurement the state ρˆ is reduced to ρˆk =
ˆMkρˆ ˆM†k /wk, with ˆMk the Kraus operators obeying ˆM
†
k
ˆMk =
ˆPk. Its corresponding Q-distribution is Qk = 2 j+14pi 〈Ω|ρˆk|Ω〉.
Except near slot borders the Q-distribution before measure-
ment is the (weighted) mixture of the Q-distributions of the
possible reduced states ρˆk [8]: Q(Ω) ≈ ∑kwk Qk(Ω).
The time evolution of the system obeys the Leggett-Garg
inequality and macrorealism, if the Q-distribution at any time
t j without prior measurements is approximately the same as
the weighted mixture (over all possible outcomes k) of the Q-
distributions that resulted from an intermediate measurement
at any time ti (ti< t j) and then evolved to t j [8]:
Q(Ω, t j) ≈
∑
k
wk,ti Qk,ti(Ω, t j) (1)
This is the necessary and sufficient condition for macrore-
alism, as it incorporates both macrorealism per se and non-
invasive measurability (together with induction). If it is ful-
filled, the Leggett-Garg inequality follows [8]. We will use
this condition and not the Leggett-Garg inequality to test
macrorealism. Under non-classical Hamiltonians we under-
stand those that violate eq. (1), and an example is (in units
where ~ = 1)
ˆH = iω (|− j〉〈+ j| − |+ j〉〈− j|) . (2)
Here, ω is the precession frequency and |+ j〉 (|− j〉) is the
eigenstate of the spin- j operator’s z-component with maxi-
mal (minimal) eigenvalue, or equivalently, the coherent state
pointing to the north (south). (For states of light, nonlinear
media may be used to implement similar interactions [11].)
Starting from the initial state along north, i.e. |Ψ(0)〉 = |+ j〉,
the Hamiltonian (2) produces an oscillating macroscopic su-
perposition state
|Ψ(t)〉 = cos(ωt) |+ j〉 + sin(ωt) |− j〉 . (3)
The spin effectively behaves as a two-level system, albeit its
two states are macroscopically distinct. Given that the spin
itself is isolated, coarse-grained measurements or the fact that
only measurement apparatuses couple to an environment [2]
do not prevent a violation of the Leggett-Garg inequality and
macrorealism [8]. But what happens if the system itself is con-
tinuously monitored by an environment?
Given the Hamiltonian (2) with the time evolution op-
erator ˆUt = exp(−i ˆHt) = cos(ωt) (|+ j〉〈+ j|+ |− j〉〈− j|) +
sin(ωt) (|− j〉〈+ j|−|+ j〉〈− j|) + ∑ j−1
m=− j+1 |m〉〈m|, let us approx-
imate the effects of (dephasing) system decoherence by the
following simplified model: The initial state along north,
ρˆ(0) = |+ j〉〈+ j|, freely evolves without decoherence a short
time ∆t to
ρˆ(∆t) = cos2(ω∆t) |+ j〉〈+ j| + sin2(ω∆t) |− j〉〈− j| + c.t. (4)
where the coherence terms “c.t.” are of the form |+ j〉〈− j| and
|− j〉〈+ j|. Now we assume that the macroscopic spin system
(e.g. say j ∼ 1023) decoheres very rapidly (in the standard
pointer basis of |+ j〉 and |− j〉), for instance due to the fact
that a single qubit from the environment couples to it in a
controlled-not interaction [2], becomes inaccessible immedi-
ately afterwards, and does not interact (recohere) with it any-
more. If it is impossible to make (joint) measurements on the
environmental qubit (and our spin system), the partial trace
over the qubit of the total density matrix has to be performed,
which kills the coherence terms in eq. (4), leading to the de-
cohered state of the system: ρˆ(∆t) = cos2(ω∆t) |+ j〉〈+ j| +
sin2(ω∆t) |− j〉〈− j|. Repeating the alternating sequence of free
time evolution and rapid decoherence, we obtain the general
expression for the (decohered) state at time n∆t:
ρˆ(n∆t) = An |+ j〉〈+ j| + (1−An) |− j〉〈− j| . (5)
The survival probability to find the state along north, An, can
be retrieved from the recurrence relation An = c An−1 + (1−
c) (1−An−1) with integer n, c ≡ cos2(ω∆t), and A0 = 1. If ∆t
is not too small (to avoid a quantum Zeno-like freezing of the
initial state [12] in this model) but smaller than the dynamical
timescale of the Hamiltonian, ω−1, the probability An decays
to A∞ = 12 in a way which can be very well approximated by
A(t) = 12 (1 + e−νt) (6)
3with ν ≈ 2 sin2(ω∆t)/∆t the characteristic decay rate. For
times t ≫ ν−1 the state asymptotically approaches an equal
weight statistical mixture ρˆ(∞) = 12 (|+ j〉〈+ j| + |− j〉〈− j|). (In
contrast, the probability to find the state along north, i.e. |+ j〉,
at time t if no environmental decoherence takes place is given
by cos2(ωt), where this characteristic cosine-law allows to vi-
olate the Leggett-Garg inequality.)
As we will see below, the results of this simple model are
generic for the wide class of exact decoherence models with
dephasing environments. The environmental microscopic de-
grees of freedom drive the system into a mixture, but it does
not leave the subspace spanned by |+ j〉 and |− j〉, and never
populates any of the other spin z-component eigenstates. The
particular decay form (6) of the survival probability is ex-
pected to hold very well in all cases where the characteristic
decoherence time τdec, suppressing off-diagonal elements in a
density matrix, is fast compared to the dynamical timescale of
the Hamiltonian (2), i.e. whenever τdec ≫ ω−1.
Let us now investigate what this means for the violation of
the Leggett-Garg inequality. We use eq. (5) in its continuous
form, i.e. ρˆ(t) = A(t) |+ j〉〈+ j| + [1−A(t)] |− j〉〈− j|, with A(t)
the survival probability. If no (coarse-grained) measurement
takes place, the spin’s Q-distribution at time t j—i.e. the left-
hand side of eq. (1)—is given by
Q(t j) = A(t j) Qnorth + [1−A(t j)] Qsouth, (7)
where Qnorth (Qsouth) is the Q-distribution of a spin pointing
to the north (south). If a measurement takes place at the in-
termediate time ti (0 < ti < t j), the weighted mixture of the
reduced and evolved Q-distributions—i.e. the right-hand side
of eq. (1)—reads
{A(ti) A(t j−ti) + [1 − A(ti)] [1 − A(t j−ti)]}Qnorth
+ {A(ti) [1 − A(t j−ti)] + [1 − A(ti)] A(t j−ti)}Qsouth. (8)
Without loss of generality, we can set A(t) = 12 [1 + a(t)]
with some function a(t) such that A(t) is always between 0
and 1. We then find that the non-invasiveness-condition (1),
i.e. the equality of (7) and (8), translates into the condition
a(t j) = a(ti) a(t j− ti). This is fulfilled if and only if a(t) has
the form e−νt, where the solution with negative ν is excluded
because a(t) must always be between −1 and +1. This means
that the only allowed form of A(t) is eq. (6). Therefore, in all
decoherence models producing an exponential decay of the
survival probability—and only in those—the system’s time
evolution under the Hamiltonian (2) fulfills the condition (1)
for non-invasive measurability, and consequently macroreal-
ism is satisfied.
However, in the case of non-classical Hamiltonians, de-
phasing decoherence (and therefore collapse models due to a
universal noise background or gravitational self energy which
also have only a dephasing effect [6]) cannot account for
a continuous spatiotemporal description of the macroscopic
spin variables. To see this, it is enough to use coarse-grained
measurements corresponding to only three different angular
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FIG. 2: (Color online.) Snapshots of the probability distribution P
that the magnetization along z direction, mz, takes values in the in-
dicated intervals from south (− j) to north (+ j). The system Hamil-
tonian is given by eq. (10). Left column, dephasing environment: P
is computed at the successive dimensionless times ωt = 0, 5, 15, re-
spectively (from top to bottom). Intermediate values of mz are never
possible and no continuous spatiotemporal description can explain
the shift in probability from north to south without populating values
in between. Right column, strong thermal environment: The plots
are at ωt = 0, 1, 3, respectively. The evolution is continuous and a
continuous spatiotemporal description in terms of classical laws of
motions can exist.
regions, one covering the northern part, one the equatorial re-
gion, and one the southern part. According to eq. (5), the
initial spin along north can be found pointing to the south at
some later time, although it did not go through the equato-
rial region. No classical Hamilton function can achieve such
discontinuous “jumps” of a spin vector.
The key point here is that in classical physics as well as in
MR&C we have differential equations for observable quanti-
ties such as spin directions. Under all circumstances, these
equations evolve the observables continuously through real
space and time. In quantum mechanics, however, the situa-
tion is very different. The Schro¨dinger equation evolves the
state vector continuously through Hilbert space and, under
non-classical Hamiltonians, one cannot give a continuous spa-
tiotemporal description of the coarse-grained (macroscopic)
observables, even if macrorealism itself is valid.
In the last part, we will investigate two decoherence models
in detail, using numerical solutions of the Lindblad master
equation [13, 14]:
d
dt ρˆ(t) = −i [
ˆH, ρˆ] − 12
∑
k
(
[ ˆLkρˆ, ˆL†k] + [ ˆLk, ρˆ ˆL†k]
)
, (9)
with the Lindblad operators ˆLk. We assume the spin- j system
4to consist of N = 2 j spin- 12 particles and consider
ˆH = 12 ω (σˆ+1 σˆ+2 . . . σˆ+N − σˆ−1 σˆ−2 . . . σˆ−N), (10)
which is, up to a constant factor, the Hamiltonian (2). Here,
σˆ±k ≡ σˆxk± i σˆ
y
k is the combination of Pauli x and y spin op-
erators. (i) In the first case, similar to the scenario above,
the Lindblad operator corresponds to a local dephasing [14]:
ˆLdp =
∑N
i=1γdp σˆ
+
i σˆ
−
i . (ii) In the second case, a thermal envi-
ronment is modeled by [14] ˆLth = 12
∑N
i=1 γth [(n¯+1) σˆ−i − n¯ σˆ+i ].
The coupling parameter for the case of dephasing is set to
γdp = 1 so that the Lindblad and the Hamiltonian part in the
master equation are of the same order. The average number
of excitations n¯ in the thermal environment is proportional to
the temperature. We considered the case when n¯ ≫ 1 and the
coupling is such that γthn¯ = 1. The evolutions for the two
cases were computed up to the times that are needed to ap-
proximately reach the corresponding stationary distributions.
For the reasons of numerical convenience, the master equation
(9) was solved using solutions of an equivalent stochastic non-
linear Schro¨dinger equation for the quantum trajectories in the
system’s Hilbert space of pure states. The particular form of
the stochastic equation that we have used is the one given by
the theory of quantum state diffusion [15], but other forms of
equivalent stochastic equations or the direct solutions of (9)
would give the same results. The evolution of the expecta-
tions for an arbitrary observable is then given by averaging
over many stochastic trajectories (103 in our computation).
The results of the numerical computations are illustrated in
the histograms in Figure 2. We took N = 2 j = 10 spin- 12 par-
ticles, initially all with spin along z, and computed the values
of the (dimensionless) magnetization along z, mˆz = 12
∑N
i=1σˆ
z
i .
The possible domain of outcomes mz ∈ [− j, j] is divided into
intervals and the probability P that, without any intermediate
measurement, mz is in one of the intervals at a particular time
is shown. The two columns correspond to snapshots at suc-
cessive moments in the dimensionless time ωt with dephasing
(left column) and thermal decoherence (right column). Appar-
ently, the evolution of mz under decoherence by dephasing is
discontinuous in the sense that intermediate intervals between
north and south are never populated. As in the simple model
above, eq. (5), the environment just kills off-diagonal terms in
the density matrix. On the other hand, the strong thermal envi-
ronment actively perturbs the diagonal elements of the matrix
and produces a continuous evolution and therefore in princi-
ple allows a continuous spatiotemporal description in terms of
classical laws of motion.
Conclusion.—Figure 3 gives an overview regarding the
quantum-to-classical transition. The introduction of the con-
cept macrorealism and continuity (MR&C) in this work is at
least of twofold significance: First, it opens up the chance for
experiments to demonstrate a certain level of non-classicality
despite the action of decoherence. Second, it shows that the
collapse models which have been put forward to forbid macro-
scopic quantum effects [6] are insufficient on their own, as—
like dephasing—they only destroy superpositions but would
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FIG. 3: (Color online.) Microscopic systems as well as macroscopic
systems under sharp measurements allow to violate the Leggett-Garg
inequality [7, 8]. Since no macroscopic (coarse-grained) “classi-
cal” observables are involved, one cannot speak about a violation of
macrorealism in these cases. Under coarse-grained measurements of
a macroscopic system and classical Hamiltonians not only macrore-
alism is valid but also classical laws of motion can emerge [7]. Non-
classical Hamiltonians—building up macroscopic superpositions in
time—allow to violate macrorealism even under coarse-grained mea-
surements [8]. In this work, we have shown that decoherence then
establishes macrorealism but that for dephasing environments it can-
not account for a continuous spatiotemporal description of the evolu-
tion of macroscopic observables. Whether thermal environments can
achieve such a description in general remains an open question.
not in general ensure a continuous evolution of macroscopic
properties.
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